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INTRODUCTION

Jawed Karim, Chad Hurley, and Steven Chen could not have predicted the astronomical success YouTube would become when they founded the company in 2005,1 which has gone on to disrupt an industry once monopolized by movie theatres and television screens.2 Until 2005, daily documentation of one’s life never branched far beyond a tiny square viewfinder in a camcorder the size of a small toaster. Co-founder Karim uploaded the first-ever video to YouTube, which was an eighteen-second clip titled “Me at the Zoo.”3 In its earlier years, YouTube was home mostly to commercial advertisements, music videos, and short snippets like Me at the Zoo.4 Over a decade—and two billion monthly users—later,5 YouTube is a modern-day entertainment hub comparable in popularity to the box office and television (the “small screen”).6 Although many people making their living on YouTube are not “actors” per se, they draw the attention of audiences in strikingly similar ways. A year after its inception, Google purchased YouTube for $1.65 billion,7 even though it turned out to be much more than a billion-dollar idea. Today, many content creators monetize their videos on YouTube, and for “family vloggers,”8 the line between personal life and work has become blurry—ultimately impacting the lives of their children.

Due to the platform’s accessibility, creators of various ages on YouTube have become involved in scandals and controversies on social media even without parental guidance or control.9 This was true for

---

2. See id.
7. Alleyne, supra note 1.
8. Family vloggers film (“video blog”) their daily lives and compile those clips into videos, which they upload to YouTube to be viewed and commented on by subscribers. Family vlog content can range anywhere from the daily lives, routines, and hauls of the parents, to the birth and other milestone events in a child’s life.
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YouTuber, Instagram influencer, and TikTok star Danielle Cohn. The young influencer, who had just under four million Instagram followers and almost 1.5 million YouTube subscribers, participated in sponsored brand collaborations in the form of paid YouTube videos and Instagram posts and repeatedly claimed to be fifteen years old. After posting about a fake marriage and pregnancy with her boyfriend on her social media accounts, her father revealed via Facebook that Danielle was actually thirteen years old and that she had been lying about her age in her social media posts. Due to the nature of the content Danielle routinely posted, this fact shocked the Internet and her name graced the title of many news articles covering her scandal. However, not every YouTube scandal or controversy has been so obvious.

Family vloggers are among the millions of content creators on YouTube. In general, vloggers frequently upload recorded videos of their daily lives. Family vloggers are unique because they focus their content around their familial relationships and the lives of their children. One set of family vloggers, the Ace Family, has recorded their children’s lives from the day they were born and continue to upload videos of each milestone, including “Elle Cries on Her First Rollercoaster Ride” and “Elle and Alaïa Get Caught Doing What!! **Hidden Camera**.”

Another vlogging couple, Cole and Savannah LaBrant, post similar


content, including videos titled “Baby Posie’s Health Emergency” and “Everleigh Doesn’t Want a Baby Sister.” Family channels often involve pranks and reactions, most of which are centered around young children. Given their high amounts of views and subscribers, channels like these are monetized by YouTube and granted various brand sponsorships.

What looks like studio-quality home videos have actually become part of a booming business, and child labor laws have failed to protect children who have essentially become employees of the Internet. Children on YouTube and social media are not treated the same way as, for example, child actors on a movie set are. Parents are free to involve their children in content in whatever way they desire—as long as they do not violate YouTube community guidelines—without worrying about time regulations, filming conditions, licensing requirements, or setting up funds for their children’s work.

The general concern about children’s safety on the Internet has been especially relevant since the growth of the platform TikTok. Potentially “more than a third of [TikTok’s] 49 million daily users . . . in the United States [are] 14 years old or younger.” In fact, TikTok’s most followed creator, Charli D’Amelio, is a minor. Although the concern for the safety

16. The LaBrant Fam, YOUTUBE, https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4-CH0epzZipD_A RhxCt6LaQ [https://perma.cc/AN8E-ZMUF].
17. See, e.g., Vern Family Vlogs, End of the World Prank on Our Kids Gone Wrong!!!, YOUTUBE (June 4, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EqIIj—pQHE [https://perma.cc/GLP7-Y8YBS]; The Sands Family, Dropping Our Baby from Balcony Prank on Wife, YOUTUBE (Sept. 21, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6ezL50UbYM [https://perma.cc/FMX9-MPNO]; see also Tiffany Ferguson, The Dark Side of Family Vlogging, YOUTUBE (Nov. 21, 2018), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yf8Nuj80hM [https://perma.cc/889P-MKDC], Smokey Glow, Why I Hate Family Vloggers *A Rant*, YOUTUBE (Jan. 25, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBQSO3XMIWE [https://perma.cc/D63E-4A5D]. These videos are examples from “commentary channels” on YouTube that analyze and critique many controversial issues happening on the YouTube platform or elsewhere. The ethics of family vlogging have been a topic of conversation amongst the commentary community on YouTube in recent years.
of younger users on TikTok may be different than the concern for children on YouTube given parental involvement in YouTube content creation, the rapid growth and accessibility of TikTok is an example of the ever-growing and evolving social media culture in the United States and around the world.

TikTok utilizes a recommendation style algorithm known as the “For You” page that personalizes a feed of videos for its users. Although the exact algorithm may be somewhat of a mystery, it suggests that the platform itself has some control over which videos users are exposed to based on that user’s activity. TikTok has also become another social media platform where users can monetize their content and include brand sponsorships similar to those found on YouTube and Instagram. In 2020, TikTok began planning a $200 million fund to support its creators. Unlike many YouTube videos, “TikToks” are a minute or less in duration, making them much more user-friendly for beginners and easier to make and upload. As such, parents uploading videos of their children is also common practice on TikTok, just as it is on YouTube or Instagram. Some parents have even created accounts that consist almost entirely of videos of their babies.

Although TikTok’s history as a platform is much shorter than YouTube’s, it serves as a good example of the...
direction social media is heading toward: content that is becoming easier to upload and watch.

User-generated content on various social media platforms such as YouTube, Instagram, and TikTok is now a prevalent form of modern entertainment, and it involves child participants much like the use of child actors in television and film. Child labor laws fail to keep pace with the rapidly evolving Internet entertainment ecosystem, and this issue requires specific action by the legislature and corporations behind popular social media platforms.

Part I of this Comment will cover child entertainment labor laws in the United States and some of the legislative history behind child labor laws to demonstrate the need for expanded and newly adopted legislation to accommodate the new world of user-generated content. Part II will discuss the nature of family vlogging and how it compares to traditional entertainment media. Part III will argue for a multitude of legislative changes to better protect children’s interests when they are featured in social media posts for monetary gain, including: the application of federal child labor laws to family vlogging and social media influencing, the adoption of child entertainment labor laws in individual states, an expansion of the pre-existing provisions to include entertainment on social media platforms, and the adaptation of YouTube community guidelines to better safeguard the interests of children who appear on family vlog channels.29

I. CHILD ENTERTAINMENT LABOR LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES

A. Federal Level

Child labor laws became an issue of particular concern to Congress in the early twentieth century.30 During that time, children worked mostly in industrial settings—including factories, mills, and farms—and

29. YouTube guidelines will be discussed heavily later in this Comment. Guidelines currently exist to protect minors featured in content, but in relatively vague ways. YouTube guidelines instruct creators to “think carefully” about the content they upload featuring minors or other people other than the uploader in general. They also suggest that user’s “don’t post” content that features a minor in a bedroom or bathroom (“private spaces”) or content that reveals personal details about a child. However, none of the guidelines contain provisions that exist in traditional legislative regulations that govern minors in the entertainment industry. The guidelines also do not go in-depth about what classifies as “personal details” and still largely give deference to the creators, urging them to “think carefully” while failing to impose stricter or more specific guidelines that govern content featuring minors. See Child Safety on YouTube, GOOGLE: YOUTUBE HELP, https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2801999?hl=en&ref_topic=9282679 [https://perma.cc/DP4G-NMG3].

legislation proposing to put restrictions on this type of employment was a controversial topic in Congress.\textsuperscript{31} Almost half a century later, Congress finally passed an act that included child labor laws that would withstand adjudication of the courts: The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (FLSA).\textsuperscript{32} Perhaps most notably, the FLSA prohibited the employment of minors in “oppressive child labor.”\textsuperscript{33} However, only 6\% of children working in 1938 were covered under the FLSA given the limited types of labor that were regulated.\textsuperscript{34} The Act’s focus on hazardous or oppressive types of labor may help to explain why the regulation of more modern types of child employment were overlooked. For example, Congress did not address child employment in the entertainment industry in the twentieth century. Additionally, whether child employees were protected was also dependent on the needs of society and the economy.\textsuperscript{35}

Historically, child labor protections in the United States clearly and overwhelmingly focused on the dangers of hazardous occupations that were widespread during the industrial age, when child labor laws focused on regulating dangerous occupations held by children due to the societal needs that drove policy decisions at the time. Consequently, this focus left gaps in child labor laws in terms of future child employment scenarios that were not as obviously dangerous. For example, child labor protections tended to recede in times where employment of minors was considered a necessity, such as during World War II.\textsuperscript{36}

The nature of child labor in the modern era, however, includes much more than jobs that require immense amounts of physical exertion and exposure to hazardous conditions. The development of the American film industry throughout the 1900s created a new form of child employment that the FLSA was not designed to protect. Minors employed as actors and performers “in motion pictures or theatrical productions, or in radio or television productions” were and remain unprotected under the limits of working days and working hours included in the FLSA.\textsuperscript{37} This exemption

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{31} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{32} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{33} 29 U.S.C. § 212(c).
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Schuman, supra note 30.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{37} 29 C.F.R. § 570.125 (2020) (quoting FLSA, 29 U.S.C. §213(c)(3)); see also Entertainment Industry Employment, U.S. DEP’T OF LAB., https://www.dol.gov/general/topic/youthlabor/entertainmentemployment [https://perma.cc/D7CD-BYV2]. For example, under current federal regulations, youths aged fourteen to fifteen years old may work outside school hours in non-hazardous working conditions for three hours on a school day, eighteen hours during a school week, eight hours on a non-school day, and forty hours in a non-school week, generally between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. or until 9 p.m. See 29 C.F.R. § 570.35 (2020).
\end{itemize}
Children who do not fall within one of the exemptions of the FLSA, like actors and performers, are protected according to three distinct age minimums and are generally protected from conditions of employment deemed to be “oppressive child labor.”\(^\text{39}\) In any occupation, apart from agriculture, the general minimum age of employment is sixteen years of age.\(^\text{40}\) For occupations deemed especially hazardous by the Secretary of Labor, the age minimum is eighteen.\(^\text{41}\) The regulation further describes “hazardous” as “detrimental to [the minor’s] health and well-being.”\(^\text{42}\) Employment that is detrimental to a minor’s health and well-being traditionally includes jobs involving extensive manual labor, including coal mining, manufacturing, and operating machinery.\(^\text{43}\)

In addition to the FLSA’s exemption of child performers and actors, it also exempts minimum age requirements for minors employed by a parent.\(^\text{44}\) However, one important caveat to this parental exemption is that it does not apply in situations that require a minimum age of eighteen, including employment that is “detrimental to [the minor’s] health and well-being.”\(^\text{45}\) Therefore, parents are not permitted to employ a child in an occupation with a minimum age requirement of eighteen. This policy suggests that parents should not be permitted to employ their own minor children in occupations that are particularly dangerous for children or only suited for adults.

The FLSA, though applicable in all states, affords protection to child employees in a way that reflects its era: the FLSA did not anticipate the growth in technology and entertainment mediums that impact our society today. By exempting both an entire class of children employed in

---

\(^{38}\) 29 C.F.R. § 550.2(b) (2020).
\(^{39}\) 29 C.F.R. § 779.505 (2020).
\(^{40}\) 29 C.F.R. § 570.2(a) (2020).
\(^{41}\) Id.
\(^{42}\) Id.
\(^{43}\) See 29 C.F.R. §§ 570.50–68 (2020).
\(^{44}\) 29 C.F.R. § 570.2 (2020).
\(^{45}\) Id.
entertainment and children employed by a parent, the FLSA clearly leaves a gap in child protections that must be filled. The drafters of the FLSA could not have anticipated the emergence of social media platforms and their usage as a medium for entertainment. As such, its antiquated exemptions could be detrimental to the well-being of children under their parents’ employ on family vlog channels. Even the definitions of “actors” and “performers” under the FLSA, though broad in 1938, are too narrowly construed now in light of the emergence of vlogging. States provide some levels of protection to minors employed in the entertainment industry, but even the most progressive state statutes are unequipped to encompass both a medium like YouTube and family vlogging. This evolution of technology, culture, and its consequences on children warrant an evolution in federal child entertainment labor standards.

In addition to federal child labor laws, the Communications Decency Act (CDA) of 1996 is a piece of federal legislation relevant to the discussion of YouTube as a platform and its lack of liability associated with user-generated content. As a platform, YouTube has the ability and potential to protect children whose presence on their parents’ YouTube channel generates monetary gain for the parents. Section 230 of the CDA prevents platforms and computer service providers like YouTube from being held responsible for user-generated content that is uploaded to their websites. Section 230 states, “No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.” This language bars YouTube and similar platforms from being designated as a publisher, which has allowed for so much freedom of expression to occur on YouTube and every other social media platform. The Act, along with the lack of federal legislation regulating child labor on the Internet, enabled creators to generate the content they choose without major interference or dissent from YouTube.

While Section 230 “has been challenged and upheld on numerous occasions,” the CDA failed to anticipate the adverse effects of granting companies like YouTube immunity from liability based on user content.

46. See generally Courtney Glickman, Jon & Kate Plus...Child Entertainment Labor Law Complaints, 32 WHITTIER L. REV. 147 (2010).
48. Id.
Opening up YouTube and other social media platforms to “publisher status” would make the companies liable for the content its users generate and upload, and fundamentally change how the Internet is used today as an arena for free speech, expression, creativity, and everyday communication. Though increasing liability of social media companies may have positive effects on the “morality” of certain monetized content, its impact might unfairly influence users whose accounts do not present any obvious issues. However, considering that YouTube has been given this broad shield from liability, the platform should take its internal guidelines and rules for user-generated content more seriously to cultivate an environment that prioritizes the interests of vulnerable groups like children.

B. State Level

A majority of states have adopted provisions specifically aimed at regulating child labor laws in the entertainment industry. Some states require entertainment industry employers to obtain a work permit to employ minors of a certain age, some do not require permits at all, and some do not regulate this type of employment altogether based on how they classify employment in general. Not surprisingly, the state provisions with the most thorough protections come from California and New York because most employment transactions involving child performers occur in those states. Both states have increased their awareness of the detriments inflicted on children in the entertainment industry, leading to strong regulations in support of child performers.

1. California

Increased awareness about working conditions for children in California’s entertainment industry began in part after a tragic and unfortunate on-set event that occurred during the filming of Twilight Zone: The Movie in 1982. On July 23, 1982, during the filming of Twilight Zone: The Movie, a helicopter “disabled by a special-effects explosion” plummeted from the sky and killed actor Vic Morrow and two child actors:

52. U.S. DEP’T OF LAB., supra note 51.
53. See CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 8, § 11751 (2020).
54. See N.Y. LAB. § 150-54 (McKinney 2013).
Renee Chen and Myca Dihn Lee. The accident occurred during the early hours of the morning when, under state law, children were not permitted to work. Although the film’s producers received parental permission to employ the children, they never obtained the required work permits. In a criminal trial for manslaughter that followed, director John Landis, helicopter pilot Dorcey Wingo, production manager Dan Allingham, associate producer George Folsey, and explosives specialist Paul Stewart admitted to breaking child labor laws. Nevertheless, a Los Angeles jury acquitted the defendants, finding that the helicopter accident was unavoidable. The Twilight Zone accident drew particular attention to problems involving safety on film sets, risk management, and child labor laws. California legislators developed regulatory schemes in response to these issues, seeking to protect and prioritize the rights and interests of child performers employed in the entertainment industry over the rights and interests of their employers.

In response, Title 8, Section 11751 of the California Code of Regulations now defines the entertainment industry as

any organization, or individual, using the services of any minor in: Motion pictures of any type (e.g. film, videotape, etc.), using any format (theatrical film, commercial, documentary, television program, etc.) by any medium (e.g. theater, television, videocassette, etc.); photography; recording; modeling; theatrical productions; publicity; rodeos; circuses; musical performances; and any other performances where minors perform to entertain the public.

The legislature also carved out additional protections for children within certain age categories. For example, to employ minors between the ages of fifteen days to eighteen years old, an employer must obtain a permit issued by the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE). The DLSE will not issue these work permits “if the environment is

57. Id.
58. Martis, supra note 55, at 25.
60. Id.
61. Id.
improper for the minor, the employment conditions are detrimental to the minor’s health,” or the conditions impede on the minor’s education.\textsuperscript{64} An infant younger than one month old may not be employed on any motion picture set unless a physician certified in pediatrics verifies that the infant is at least fifteen days old, was carried to full term, was born at a normal weight, has a sufficiently developed immune system, and is physically able to withstand the stress of filmmaking.\textsuperscript{65} These regulations demonstrate the California legislature’s concern for the health, safety, and well-being of a child exposed to potentially stressful work environments as actors or performers.

2. New York

New York child performer labor laws\textsuperscript{66} were designed to “protect the safety, morals, health, and well-being of child performers” and “to ensure that child performers . . . are provided with adequate education.”\textsuperscript{67} Under New York law, children under fifteen days old may not be employed as child performers, and maximum working hours and educational requirements are imposed on children aged fifteen days to seventeen years.\textsuperscript{68} New York Department of Labor’s Child Performer statute lists “live performances” and certain varieties of “radio and television” as exemptions to the scope of these child entertainer labor laws.\textsuperscript{69} The “live performances” exemption includes the participation, employment, use, or exhibition of any child in a church, academy, school, or private home, among others.\textsuperscript{70} Nevertheless, the regulations guiding child performer labor laws do cover “artistic or creative services” connected with a performance “or an appearance in a reality show.”\textsuperscript{71}

New York law defines “reality show” as the “visual and/or audio recording or live transmission, by any means or process now known or hereafter devised, of a child appearing as himself or herself, in motion pictures, television, visual, digital, and/or sound recordings, on the Internet, or otherwise,” not including athletic and academic events or interviews.\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{64} DLSE Child Labor Laws Pamphlet, supra note 63.
\textsuperscript{65} CAL. LAB. CODE § 1308.8(a) (2012).
\textsuperscript{66} N.Y. LAB. § 151 (McKinney 2011).
\textsuperscript{67} N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 12, § 186-1.1 (2017).
\textsuperscript{69} N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 12, §§ 186-1.1, 186-1.3 (2017).
\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{71} Id. § 186-2.1(a).
\textsuperscript{72} Id. § 186-2.1(s).
While reality television may be the closest analogue to YouTube family vlogs that still exist through traditional forms of entertainment media—and are often filmed at least partially in a private home like family vlogs—the New York child performer regulations do not acknowledge these similarities. However, the regulations do acknowledge that live performances may occur in a private home. The definition of “reality show” in the regulations includes those that appear on the Internet but does not go any further to specify what that might include. Although the current regulations do not specifically address vlogging or any other form of monetized YouTube or social media content, they do include a catch-all phrase—“by any means or process now known or hereafter devised”—that could potentially encapsulate vlogging depending on whether or not vlogging properly falls within the category of “reality shows.”

Some key differences between social media platforms like YouTube and traditional reality television pose legal challenges in affording children in family vlogs protection under New York statute. YouTube is a new kind of network on which television series are broadcasted, such as the YouTube original series “Sherwood” and “Weird City.” However, most videos, including vlogs, are produced and uploaded to individual YouTube channels run by the video creators themselves and (sometimes) their staff. As such, family vlogs operate in a much different way than traditional reality television series. Additionally, although the vlogs are edited, they are not edited by corporate producers whose agendas may differ from that of the series’ subjects. YouTube videos are often structured and edited by the same individuals who are uploading them, thus granting them much wider control over the final product than subjects in a traditional reality TV series have. These key differences, among others, may pose potential issues in lumping vlogging in with “reality shows” under New York child entertainment labor laws.

73. Id. § 186-1.3(a)(3).
74. Id. § 186-2.1(s).
75. Id.
C. A Note About Privacy and International Child Entertainment Labor Laws

While some countries rely on privacy laws to protect children on the Internet, other jurisdictions must strengthen child entertainment laws to achieve the same result. As of early 2019, 92% of toddlers under two years old already have a unique “digital identity” as a result of the phenomenon called “sharenting”—the use of social media by parents to share content based on their infants’ and children’s activities.79 In the United States, children have very little control over what information about them is diffused on the Internet. Because children are easily considered part of their parents’ personal lives, many parents feel that they have the right and freedom to post about their babies and children on any social media platform they have built a presence on.80 Many times, several years pass by before these children become aware of their already extant (and permanent) presence on the Internet;81 although their reactions may differ, no doubt exists that their privacy has been compromised in some way.

A strong majority of parents have reported that posts about their children, whether shared by themselves or by other family members, do not make them feel uncomfortable or anxious about their child’s privacy.82 When legislatures first considered implementing child labor laws, and even after troublesome situations involving children in entertainment occurred,83 concerns about children’s safety did not capture the privacy, safety, and health implications that now exist because of “sharenting” and other involuntary social media exposure of children. Thus, current child entertainment laws do not reflect these new and growing concerns. Even if current legislation does not prioritize a child’s right to privacy as highly as a parent’s right to speak and post freely, child privacy issues should not be completely removed from the matter of child entertainment labor laws.

Some European countries implemented protections for children. For example, France’s strict privacy laws allow children to sue their parents for posting “intimate details” of their earlier private lives without their consent.84 The penalties for jeopardizing the security and privacy of children include fines and imprisonment.85

80. See id.
81. See id.
83. See discussion supra Section I.B.1 (Twilight Zone accidents).
children through social media include serving a year in prison and paying a fine of €45,000 if convicted.\footnote{85} In the European Union (EU) in general, citizens have possessed a “right to erasure” since 2014, which allows them to demand that data and links containing personal information about them be deleted.\footnote{86} The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is Europe’s privacy and security law that imposes requirements on organizations that “target or collect data related to people in the EU.”\footnote{87} The GDPR is also “the toughest privacy and security law in the world.”\footnote{88} In 2018, the GDPR added further guidelines, granting social media platforms one month to assess a citizen’s “right to erasure” request in order to investigate whether they must comply and delete that person’s data.\footnote{89}

The “right to erasure” does not apply only to people whose parents posted sensitive or private information about them as a child without their consent.\footnote{90} Many other groups of people have motivations to delete sensitive information about themselves that exist on the Internet, such as individuals with past criminal convictions or—as Google argued in a dispute with a French privacy regulator—“authoritarian governments trying to cover up human rights abuses.”\footnote{91} Since 2014, Google has received over 845,000 requests to remove 3.3 million website addresses; 45% of those addresses have been removed.\footnote{92}

Although the European “right to erasure” is a step in the right direction in Europe, Google has no obligation to apply this right on a global scale.\footnote{93} Not every act of “sharenting” is detrimental or even harmful to a child; some parents make an effort to display their children only in positive ways on the Internet and do them a favor by developing a positive

\footnote{85}Chazan supra note 84.
\footnote{87}Ben Wolford, What Is GDPR, the EU’s New Data Protection Law?, GDPR.EU, https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gdpr/ [https://perma.cc/RU4X-57PR].
\footnote{88}Id.
\footnote{89}Id.; see also Requests to Delist Content Under European Privacy Law, GOOGLE TRANSPARENCY REP., https://transparencyreport.google.com/eu-privacy/overview [https://perma.cc/USZ5-LUQ8].
\footnote{91}Kelion, supra note 86.
\footnote{92}Id.; see also Requests to Delist Content Under European Privacy Law, GOOGLE TRANSPARENCY REP., https://transparencyreport.google.com/eu-privacy/overview [https://perma.cc/USZ5-LUQ8].
\footnote{93}See GOOGLE TRANSPARENCY REP., supra note 92.
social media presence early on.\textsuperscript{94} However, the idea that children’s safety, privacy, mental health, and autonomy are being put at risk by parental use of social media is not far-fetched. When courts weigh a child’s privacy rights against a parent’s right to speak freely, the parent will often win.\textsuperscript{95}

If extended protections of children’s rights are not able to be achieved through privacy laws, surely there is room in the realm of child entertainment labor laws to afford children born into family vlogging situations further protections. These protections should be based on their daily involvement in the story-telling and money-making efforts of their parents on social media.

II. THE NATURE OF FAMILY VLOGGING

A. Monetization of Content & Children Involved in Ads

YouTube videos of all kinds, including family vlogs, earn money for creators in a variety of different ways.\textsuperscript{96} In a sense, the ability to reach a large audience—and subsequently, the ability to monetize that reach—is what separates YouTube videos and vlogs from “old home videos” that many of us made on clunky camcorders before the dawn of social media. One form of monetization that many of us may already be familiar with is the placement of video advertisements before, after, and in the middle of YouTube videos. YouTube itself, however, also offers creators other features to monetize their videos, such as “Super Chat.” “Super Chat” allows viewers to pay in order to have their messages stand out during live streams, sell merchandise through the merch shelf on YouTube, purchase channel memberships, and crowdfunding.\textsuperscript{97}

Even though creators have many avenues to monetize their content, involving children in these streams of revenue is what sets family vlogging apart from other video content, placing it in the realm of child labor. Although YouTube is making an effort to limit the number of ads that are exposed to child viewers in content that is targeted toward a child

\textsuperscript{94} Stacey B. Steinberg, Sharenting: Children’s Privacy in the Age of Social Media, 66 EMORY L.J. 839, 855 (2017).
\textsuperscript{95} Id. at 856 (“Even when a court recognizes a child’s reasonable expectation of privacy, the court often places higher value on the interests of the parent, family, and the state in exercising control over the minor child.”).
audience,98 children in front of the camera are very much still involved in sponsored content on family channels and elsewhere on social media.

With the rise of social media and streaming services comes the rise of companies and brands using alternative methods to advertise products and services, such as influencer marketing.99 What used to only be the subject of television commercials now appears on a variety of social media platforms, primarily Instagram and YouTube.100 Brands have begun allocating their marketing resources to pay individuals on social media—often labeled “influencers”—to advertise their products to their large audiences. Instead of paying actors and models to display products, brands routinely leverage the more personal and human connections between influencers and their subscribers to market products. In the earlier days of YouTube, taking on a brand sponsorship was seen as “somewhat taboo,” and subscriber audiences would often associate sponsorships with an influencer selling out or becoming detached from their audience.101 However, YouTube now encourages its creators to seek out brand sponsorships and prepare their audience for such content accordingly.102 In this way, YouTube puts monetization from sponsors largely in the hands of the creators.

Although influencers may choose to contract with any brand that reaches out to them for a sponsorship or paid advertisement, influencers often choose to accept brand partnerships that they feel will resonate with and benefit their particular audience.103 Vice versa, certain brands will reach out to influencers who they feel have an audience who would

102. Id.
appreciate—and buy—their products. In the words of YouTube, “trust can lead to purchases, which is the ultimate goal for a brand.” Accordingly, a creator’s content often aligns, at least to some extent, with the sponsorships and advertisements they choose to take on.

Family vloggers, particularly those with young children, wind up involving their children in sponsored content and advertisements because their audience is at least partially composed of parents with young children. For example, a family with a newborn child may partner with a brand that makes onesies or baby toys, and the child becomes the main subject of those advertisements. Although these infants do not “work” in the same way child actors work on television or movie sets, their presence on the family vlog is the primary draw for sponsorship and advertisement revenue. The infant becomes the face of sponsored campaigns. Without the child, the brand is less likely to reach out to parent influencers for initial sponsorship.

Handing over a product campaign to a parent and child rather than handling it internally with models and talent agencies can be a win-win situation and has proven to be very attractive to influencer parents. Parents receive hundreds of dollars’ worth of useful products for their children, the brand reaches a wide and perfectly tailored audience, and children are able to work with their parents in the comfort of their own home.

Brands are, of course, contracting with the parents and not their children, and the sponsored content usually ends up on the parents’ Instagram or YouTube accounts; however, it has become common practice for parents to set up Instagram accounts for their babies. The intentions behind creating an Instagram account for a child vary, although influencer
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parents often use them to increase the potential opportunities to create sponsored content.\footnote{110} Whether a sponsorship comes in the form of monetary payment or in the form of free merchandise in exchange for publicity, these paid promotions often appear to an audience in the middle of a YouTube video or in the middle of an Instagram story or feed.\footnote{111} The promotion becomes payment for the parent and entertainment to the viewer. Paid-brand sponsorships are just one way for a family of vloggers to monetize their content, and as long as family vloggers maintain their audience and continue to profit from their videos and posts, their children’s involvement will have some effect on their ability to make money on their platforms.

There are several similarities between children starring in a family vlogger’s advertisements and child actors, their “big screen” peers. Like professional actors or performers, children who appear in family vlogs often engage in scripted skits or advertisements with their influencer parents, or they are filmed candidly while performing everyday tasks or behaviors.\footnote{112} They interact with cameras on a regular basis, and they may be instructed by their parents about what to do when the cameras start rolling. They bring money in for the parents by appearing in YouTube videos and, when applicable, potentially bring sales in for brands who choose to work with them. Perhaps most importantly, they entertain the viewer through a medium that is becoming more and more on par with traditional forms of visual entertainment such as films and television series. However, because of its candid “home video” nature, the business of family vlogging can easily disguise itself as an entirely voluntary, informal, and unorganized way for parents to showcase to the world the harmless fun they have with their children.\footnote{113} As a result, the time and effort child vloggers put into their parents’ YouTube channel is not taken

\footnote{110} Id.
as seriously as the time and effort professional child actors or performers put in on television and movie sets.

However, some differences between family child vloggers and child actors highlight the disparity in protections for both kinds of performers. For example, family vloggers may not craft a strict and organized filming schedule when they subject their nonconsenting children to production on a daily basis. In this sense, the rigid schedules of television and movie sets seem like much more tangible reasons to enforce time limitations on the employment of children. In addition, much of the lives and schedules of family vloggers remains private, and YouTube viewers are largely in the dark about what goes on behind the scenes of production. Child performers who appear on television or in movies are subject to a higher form of public scrutiny because their work is shown on a much larger scale.\(^\text{114}\)

Child labor in vlogging is not regulated like traditional child labor is in the entertainment industry: creator parents choose which cameras to use; what lighting to use, if any; and where, when, how long, and what to film. Additionally, film and television producers are subject to limitations dependent on a child actor’s age.\(^\text{115}\) Family vloggers, on the other hand, are currently allowed to include any and all of their children in their entertainment content regardless of the child’s age. In fact, many parents make a big deal of showcasing their birth stories featuring their newborn child and may even make it a recurring series on their channels.\(^\text{116}\)

### B. Safety Concerns

The similarities and discrepancies between traditional forms of entertainment and family vlogging have yet to warrant increased regulations by government and social media entities. As a result, the effects of social media on a young child’s health, well-being, and safety should fill in the gaps. The Twilight Zone lawsuits were a prime example
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of how the underenforcement of child labor laws can result in tragic incidents or danger to a child’s physical health and well-being. The potential harm to children involved in the family vlogging business is less obvious and more psychological in nature.

In special circumstances, a child’s interests should be protected in a way that maintains parents’ autonomy and freedom of speech. Special circumstances that warrant increased protections occur when children are substantially involved in their parents’ social media content and that involvement becomes so central to the channel that it attracts monetization. Because of free speech implications, concerns about the psychological health and safety of children should act as a motivation and justification for expanding child-entertainment labor laws, rather than act as the substance of those laws.

Modern social media platforms like YouTube and Instagram have been around for barely a decade, so the long-term effects of social media use are only just beginning to manifest themselves. Although family vlogging has recently become popular, the genre of vlogging has existed for virtually as long as YouTube itself. The harmful effects of exposing young children to social media are easily ignored by society because of the potentially beneficial effects young vloggers can have on their parents’ channels. Social media use may enhance children’s individual creativity, foster the growth of creative ideas, expand connections and social skills, and improve their sense of individual identity. On the contrary, social media use by children can result in a variety of less fortunate outcomes for children. Psychologists have recognized a phenomenon nicknamed “Facebook depression” that describes the onset of clinical depression symptoms following the extensive use of social
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119. See History of Vlogging, the First Vlogger, & How Vlogging Evolved, DANIEL SANCHEZ, https://danielsanchez.com/history-of-vlogging/ [https://perma.cc/5537-G6UZ]; Amy Duncan, Why Did the Shaytards Stop Making Videos; Who Are They and What Happened to Them?, METRO (Mar. 21, 2018), https://metro.co.uk/2018/03/21/shaytards-stop-making-videos-happened-7403719/ [https://perma.cc/EFUS-U68M]; see also Shaytards, YOUTUBE, https://www.youtube.com/user/SHAYTARDS [https://perma.cc/WT76-6646]. “Vlogging” as a genre of content has existed since the creation of YouTube. The first video ever uploaded on YouTube could be considered a vlog. As vlogs and YouTube content have evolved generally, family vlog channels have become a subcategory within the vlogging genre.
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media in young adults and college-aged people. The negative effects of social media use might come from excessive scrolling, communicating with others, and being a viewing third party to the seemingly attractive lives of others.

However, many children in family vlogs might not themselves use social media in the same way that young adults do. Oftentimes, a child’s influencer parents run their child’s Instagram accounts and largely control their child’s appearance in vlogs and in Instagram posts. Therefore, the effects of social media exposure on a child’s mental well-being depend on differing types and levels of exposure.

When a child is present on social media without being an independent user, their privacy and online footprint are still at stake. Children have already been subjected to dangerous data breaches and cyber threats through growing education technologies like EdTech, where their online information has been stolen. In 2017, school systems nationwide in the U.S. were hacked, compromising and publicizing millions of students’ “contact information, education plans, homework assignments, medical records, and counselor reports.” Information exploited in data breaches such as these is often factual and somewhat impersonal; it includes information such as biometric data, IP addresses, browsing histories, and geolocations.

While this kind of information is susceptible to hackers, only one with a certain level of technological literacy can compromise the information. It is easier to acquire information that parents share about their children openly on social media; the information they choose to share is as personal and acquirable as the parent influencer desires it to be. Most vloggers and social media influencer parents looking to grow their online
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following have their accounts set to “public.” As a result, their accounts are accessible to anyone who happens to click on their profiles.

Parents also have no concept of what their infants and children might consider public or private information about themselves; newborn babies have no autonomy to say “no” to having their births vlogged and publicized only days later. This is not to say that every child would be against their personal lives becoming public when they grow older and become more aware of these types of social media practices. Yet, parents take it upon themselves to risk whatever consequences their online choices might have on their children’s futures. The dangers to children in vlogging families who are not explicitly or illegally exploited on camera is not yet fully knowable because most of these children have not yet become adults. However, what is known is that the personal details of their lives are being shared with thousands and sometimes millions of people without their true knowledge, consent, or control. These known and unknown concerns about the safety and well-being of children in vlogging families are the reasons child entertainment labor laws that protect child actors should also extend to children vloggers.

III. INCORPORATING FAMILY VLOGGERS INTO CHILD ENTERTAINMENT LAWS

Child participants in family vlogs currently fall into a “legal gray area,” similar to participants in reality television series who are unrepresented by traditional unions like the Screen Actors Guild or the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists. Participants of any form of entertainment, especially with social media on the rise, should not be denied protections simply because they do not qualify as professional child actors or performers working in traditional media.

The lack of legislation around this issue is not necessarily due to legislators’ specific intent to not extend protections; rather the legislatures (both state and federal) just have yet to prioritize an expansion. Moreover, the lack of legislation governing social media content, vlogs, and YouTube videos might not have been intentional; although we know of the significant similarities between social media and other traditional


entertainment media, key differences exist that legislators could consider important distinctions in the eyes of the law. For example, unlike television and movies, the contents of YouTube vlogs are relatively real, genuine life occurrences and circumstances (although sometimes embellished). The home movie analogy is especially helpful here; legislators are not compelled to regulate how a parent chooses to document their own child’s life when the documentation stays relatively unpublicized. When a parent films their child on a camera or cell phone, those memories are often reserved for close family and friends to enjoy, and the motivation for capturing those memories is not business or popularity focused. However, the publicity, time spent filming, and monetary gain that become relevant when a parent uploads that content for the world to see are some of the factors that should give family vlogging a place in entertainment labor laws.

Altering current state child-entertainment-labor laws and implementing federal child-entertainment-labor laws that would cover social media entertainment can remedy current privacy concerns stemming from family vlogs. The future of evolving entertainment media can be better guided and regulated in a way that prioritizes the safety and well-being of children.

A. Implementing Federal Legislation

The current lack of federal legislation creates an overarching issue about protecting children participating in YouTube videos and family vlogs. Of course, California and New York, two entertainment hubs in the United States, have their own sets of regulations protecting child entertainers (at least those involved in more traditional forms of entertainment media). Although YouTube’s headquarters is located in California, creators on the platform are scattered throughout the world; consequently, YouTube cannot directly control the working conditions of the children appearing in content.

To introduce federal legislation protecting child labor on YouTube and other social media platforms, Congress should make an amendment to the FLSA or enact a new law altogether. While merely amending the FLSA would bring children on YouTube into the eye of federal regulation, it might not do enough to anticipate the future of children’s involvement in social media. Instead, a new body of federal law would provide a better basis for bringing these issues to the forefront of child labor laws. Because of some key differences between YouTube and other traditional forms of

130. See CAL. CODE REGS., tit. 8, § 11751 (2020); N.Y. LAB. § 150–54 (McKinney 2020).
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media, the more sensible option would be to adopt an entirely new piece of legislation that specifically addresses social media platforms and the involvement of children in monetized content and paid advertisements. Because vlogs and other YouTube videos are not always produced, scripted, staged, or otherwise rehearsed in the same way movies and television series are, defining children subject to family vlogging under a different label than “performers” makes more sense. Enacting new laws, rather than amending old ones, would also provide a more descriptive and specific foundation for children who grow up and decide to challenge their parents’ decision to include them in monetized content as minors. As a result, a new body of federal law would more specifically address their interests.

In either scenario, legislators should be leery to adopt the exact language of the current statute in California and should instead adopt even more inclusive definitions of child laborers that explicitly expand its reach to social media content. To avoid misinterpretations and more clearly explain regulations, a subsection of the law should separately address sponsored social media video content. The goals of these laws should include: (1) protecting the psychological health of children heavily involved in creating social media content; (2) establishing guidelines for creating separate financial accounts for children to access when they reach the age of eighteen based on the income they generate in advertisements; and (3) outlining instructions about allocating what percentage of profits from sponsored social media content is the product of the child’s work. These goals should be central to the federal legislation while still leaving certain areas of regulation to individual states. However, areas of state control should be limited to account for the commonality that most family vloggers and other video content creators are uploading to the same platforms, such as YouTube and TikTok. For example, areas better suited for state, rather than federal, control include applications for employment or performance licenses and other state-specific filming conditions.

B. Expanding Definitions in States

Current state child entertainment laws do not explicitly include user-generated content—especially YouTube videos and other social media content—in any definitions of the entertainment industry. Any attempt to
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include this kind of language, such as more general words like “videotape” and “recording,” are far too ambiguous to provide any tangible protection to children in family vlogging situations. As explained in Part II, California’s child entertainment labor laws are the most in-depth and expansive because most of the U.S. entertainment industry is located in California. 134 The California Code of Regulations specifically regulates the services of a minor in “motion pictures of any type.” 135 The statute lists “film” and “videotape” as possible forms of motion pictures but fails to expand on what those terms might entail. 136 The statute goes more in depth—even going as far as including rodeos and circuses among the types of child entertainment that fall within the statute’s dictates 137—which suggests that legislators may have been attempting to make this statute as wide and all-encompassing as possible. While the statute includes the language “any other performances where minors perform to entertain the public,” the statute does not include any language that acknowledges the Internet, YouTube, or any other form of social media and whether those mediums qualify as “motion pictures” or any other type of performance. 138

Because of the unregulated and irregular nature of family vlogging, statutes need to define explicitly the kind of child-inclusive content they regulate. User-generated content and family vlogging are traditionally much more casual, informal, and sometimes inconsistent forms of viewer entertainment. Parents do not need to hire and contract with their own children, they do not necessarily require their children to “perform,” and the settings and circumstances surrounding filming times, locations, and contents change constantly according to the desire of the influencer parent. All of these characteristics are the reasons why social media video content and vlogs are not necessarily obvious areas to include in even the most expansive child entertainment labor statute.

Despite the nonobvious necessity of creating a broader child entertainment labor statute, social media entertainment has been on the rise, changing the nature of the entertainment industry and only continuing to grow in dominance. 139 Revenue from “traditional channels” such as film and television fell one percent last year, mobile and Internet consumption
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of entertainment grew by 18% last year, and social media revenues grew at an annual rate of 37% between 2013 and 2017. Traditional entertainment companies like Disney have clearly taken notice of this change of pace, launching their online streaming service Disney Plus in 2019. While larger companies are making changes to increase the online presence of their content, YouTube as a platform remains unique in that the majority of its content is user-generated.

Expanding the definitions in child entertainment labor laws to include specific social media platforms and user-generated content is one of the most important changes that must be made to these laws. Clarification of who is subject to these regulations is also crucial. California’s regulation specifies that “any organization, or individual, using the services of any minor” is required to conform to the child entertainment labor regulations. While YouTube is an organization and a parent is an individual, these terms still do not make clear any potential regulation of online user-generated content. For example, important distinctions that do not clearly fall within the purview of current legislation include: whether YouTube would need to obtain a license in order to monetize a family vlogger’s videos via Google AdSense; whether parents would need to obtain a license to include their child in a video; or even whether a brand or company looking to sponsor a family vlogging channel would need to obtain a license.

Obtaining a work permit to include minors in monetized video content is the first step in ensuring that the child is subject to fair terms and schedules. For example, the work permit should include the minor’s hours and work schedule, and authorization from the child’s school that the schedule meets the requirements for school attendance (if applicable). California’s statute, though written rather generally, has not clearly anticipated a scenario like this. With the lack of uniformity across all user-generated content, especially family vlogging, implementing changes that would adequately regulate the future of the Internet may seem daunting to states.
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C. Time Regulations

A child actor’s time spent working is one of the main things that child labor laws have aimed to regulate and limit. Current state child entertainment labor laws include some form of regulation on the specific time and number of hours that an organization may use a child’s services for each day or each week. At least one reason for limiting a child’s time on set is to avoid impeding their completion and achievement of a basic education. For example, infants younger than six months are only permitted to work between 9:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. or between 2:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Furthermore, they are only permitted to remain at the place of employment for no more than two hours per day, may not work longer than twenty minutes in one day and have special limitations regarding their exposure to light that could be harmful to their development.

Hour limits change as a child gets older; children between the ages of six and nine years are permitted to be at the place of employment for eight hours and may not work for more than four hours when school is in session. Additionally, three of the eight hours must be spent doing schoolwork and one must be reserved for “rest and recreation.” Any “emergency” that requires a minor to work beyond their permissible hours must be handled by submitting a request to the Labor Commissioner forty-eight hours in advance. The entertainment industry encompasses different forms of entertainment, like films, television series, live drama entertainment, and modeling. Each form possesses unique characteristics and requires employed minors to perform differing roles or activities; therefore, what it means for a child to “work” is somewhat ambiguous.

Vlogging does not inherently interrupt a child’s education or time spent on schoolwork in the way that a formal role in a movie or television show does. Some parents may not mention their child’s education at all in their vlogs, or they might even vlog themselves picking up their kids from school. In any scenario, vlogging as an activity and form of entertainment does not necessarily interrupt a child’s schooling, because vlogging activity can happen at any time of the day for an unspecified duration and
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does not necessarily need to involve the child during school hours. For this reason, these children do not face the same challenges or risks as children in traditional entertainment settings because their educational needs are not necessarily hindered. However, the lack of regulation of children’s time spent working exposes children in family vlog situations to possible schedules that hinder their well-being in ways that are unrelated to their education. In the same regard, the lack of regulations protecting infants and toddlers subject to family vlogging potentially exposes them to conditions they would not otherwise face in the traditional entertainment industry until they were older children or teenagers.

D. Licensing

Acquiring licenses to include children in film productions is commonplace in the film industry, yet this requirement does not apply to user-generated content like YouTube videos. Implementing stricter requirements on parent vloggers to obtain licenses in order to include their children in YouTube videos is one way that the legislature can work towards a serious shift in protections for child actors outside the traditional realm of film and television. Requiring a parent to acquire a license before publicizing their children is a logical first step that may lead to better definitions and time regulations as explained above.

Though it is not as common as in the film industry, some parents in Britain have started to seek licenses from their local authorities in order to film their children. Britain’s “biggest vlogging family,” the Saccone-Jolys family, represents one example: they are represented by the Gleam agency and stay in regular communication with their local authorities to ensure the health and safety of their children.
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However, the chairman of the National Network for Children in Employment and Entertainment (NNCEE), Gareth Lewis, has warned that obtaining a license for user-generated content as the Saccone-Jolys family has done becomes more complicated depending on the type of content being created. Every vlogging family has the ability to decide independently how their channel will function and how they will involve their children. Parents who work off of a script and direct their children what to say and do may need to comply with licensing regulations, while families who “film in their own home doing their own every day-to-day activities” may be less likely to fall into that category.

However, Lewis also explains that channels with a “commercial backer” may be seen as more official because the children are sponsored by brands to create advertisements. This extra level of professionalism is exactly the kind of monetized content that should be regulated by licensing requirements in the United States regardless of whether the majority of the creator’s content is scripted or not. Lewis also warns that a great difficulty in regulating YouTube videos is the varying discretion of each local authority; what may be appropriate in one jurisdiction to issue a performance license may not be acceptable in another jurisdiction (as evidenced by Britain, which regulates licensure on a case-by-case basis).

Aside from the regular content of family vlogs, brands require various content in their advertisements as well. Some brands encourage influencers to include certain buzz words or follow a script, which becomes obvious when several different influencers are sponsored by the same company and include the same scripts in their videos. On the other hand, other brands require certain amount of time in a video be spent focusing on their product or campaign or a certain amount of posts on

our local authority and the NSPCC and we will continue to support campaigns and causes that fight for the health and wellbeing of children”).
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various social media platforms.\(^{162}\) These varying requirements differ according to the nature of the influencer’s relationship with and role within the brand (such as an affiliate, an ambassador, a seasonal advertiser, or a one-time sponsorship), the culture of the brand itself, and the following of the influencer (mega-influencers, macro-influencers, micro-influencers, nano-influencers).\(^{163}\) Regardless of whether an ad is scripted or not, the influencer is profiting from that advertisement. When their child is in any way involved with that advertisement, regardless of the details, a license requirement should apply uniformly under the state’s jurisdiction.

E. An Alternative to Legislation: YouTube Rules and Guidelines

Social media sites currently act as platforms rather than publishers, giving them a lesser responsibility and stake in the content released by creators who use their platforms.\(^{164}\) The Communications Decency Act (CDA) of 1996 immunizes computer service providers from liability when their service allows third-party users to upload content because the providers themselves are not publishers: “[n]o provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”\(^{165}\) The CDA justifies this immunity from liability with the assertion that “[t]he Internet and other interactive computer services have flourished, to the benefit of all Americans, with a minimum of government regulation.”\(^{166}\) Though the CDA has exceptions for criminal cases\(^ {167}\) (e.g., sex trafficking), Section 230 is still overly broad for today’s social media culture.\(^ {168}\) Congress’s claim that a lack of government regulation around Internet service providers has benefitted all Americans
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is overly generalized and ignores the consequences associated with liability-free platforms.

With or without legislation modifying the CDA or child entertainment labor laws, YouTube as a platform has the ability to modify its own guidelines to more carefully consider the well-being and financial interests of children.169 YouTube’s current rules and guidelines are not doing enough to protect the futures of children who are placed on the platform early in life by their parents. Currently, YouTube “doesn’t allow content that endangers the emotional and physical wellbeing of minors.”170 Content that would violate this rule might contain “sexualization of minors, harmful or dangerous acts involving minors,” “infliction of emotional distress on minors,” “misleading family content,” and “cyberbullying or harassment involving minors.”171 YouTube also provides guidelines for content that “features minors.”172 YouTube explains that for content featuring minors, certain features, such as “[c]omments[,] [l]ive chat[,] [l]ive streaming[, and] [v]ideo recommendations,” may be disabled on the channel or video.173

The guidelines for content featuring minors also suggests ways for creators to “protect minors,” such as ensuring that the minor is supervised by an adult, is “performing age-appropriate activities such as demonstrating hobbies, educational content or public performances,” ensuring that their attire is “age-appropriate,” and using privacy settings to limit who can view their videos.174 These guidelines also instructs users: “Don’t post content on YouTube that features minors and meets one or more of the following” scenarios.175 The scenarios include filming in “private spaces” like a bedroom or bathroom, having minors solicit contact from strangers, dares or challenges, having minors discuss adult topics, having minors show activities that could draw “undesired attention,” and revealing personal details about a minor.176

169. See, e.g., Aja Romano, YouTube Just Made Sweeping Positive Changes to Its Harassment Policy, So Why All the Backlash?, Vox (Dec. 13, 2019), https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/12/13/21012611/youtube-coppa-changes-harassment-policy-backlash [https://perma.cc/ZSW6-QE4T]. “YouTube made a major change to its community guidelines, announcing that it will now penalize videos that ‘maliciously insult’ users based on identities like race, gender, or orientation.” Id. This is one example of how YouTube is able to change its own guidelines regarding content and consequences for creators who violate those guidelines.
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These guidelines clearly address concern for the relatively immediate safety of children on YouTube but are silent on issues such as filming conditions, time regulations, and licensing requirements. Additionally, YouTube states that its intention with these guidelines is to “protect uploaders as well as viewers” and advises creators to “think carefully about whether [the content] may put anyone at risk of negative attention.” These guidelines contain the essence of some protections for minors but fail to clarify important terms like “personal details about a child” and prioritize avoidance of “negative attention” without specifically protecting children working in the filming conditions and the economic contributions they make to their family’s vlogging channel. The future of children is not relevant in these guidelines.

As a platform, YouTube has made clear that it allows users to freely express themselves, even in ways that are harmful or offensive, so long as the content does not explicitly violate YouTube’s policies. And because it is a platform and not a publisher, YouTube does not necessarily endorse the content that exists on the site. YouTube’s role as a platform is of course part of the reason why it has become such a mainstream form of media: anybody can post virtually anything without major corporate review or responsibility as long as community guidelines are not violated. As it exists now, there is a very low entry barrier to become a content creator on YouTube, which can be both a blessing and a curse. Existing as a platform makes it easier for users to create the content they want and for YouTube to avoid responsibility and liability for that content. While this model fosters creativity and an abundance of content, it has also made it much easier for both creators and YouTube to turn a blind eye to harmful dynamics in family vlogs.

With Section 230 of the CDA as it currently exists, it is unrealistic to suggest that YouTube or any other platform will be able to adopt a publishing model any time soon. Thus, an alternative to legislative changes in child labor laws or in the CDA is for YouTube to mandate additional requirements and guidelines for users who upload content involving minors. These rules would ideally include guidelines similar to the previously suggested legislative terms, such as requiring parents to obtain a film license and implementing and time regulations for the number of hours children are able to participate in videos.

These rules might reflect the goals of a publishing model without actually imposing liability on YouTube. Guidelines for content that is
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monetized and includes children would also not conflict with Congress’s findings that “[t]he Internet . . . offer[s] a forum for a true diversity of political discourse, unique opportunities for cultural development, and myriad avenues for intellectual activity.” Instead, it would allow YouTube to review content that could potentially put the safety, privacy, and future interests of children at risk, thus reflecting the ideals of a publishing model by “protect[ing] the public’s interest in the quality and lawfulness of media content.” Rather than reviewing content for monetization qualification or adherence to guidelines after content has already been published, proactively increasing community guidelines and rules would allow YouTube to have a hand in reviewing the content prior to publication, just as a publisher would.

Content involving minors (family vlogs, birth vlogs, birthday parties, advertisements for baby or child clothing or products) should be first uploaded without any monetization from YouTube (i.e., default demonetization). Then, users who have uploaded this qualified content should have the option to apply for monetization through YouTube. This application might include completing licensing requirements or signing a contract agreeing to terms that address the circumstances surrounding a child’s involvement in the video. This policy would employ barriers on content averse to a child’s interests and would maintain YouTube’s originally intended role as a platform and not a publisher.

So long as YouTube is disassociated from any liability arising from its users’ content, the company does not have a strong incentive to make changes to its policies and guidelines on a corporate level. Therefore, legislation is likely the most practical way to gain protections for children featured on social media, along with binding judicial precedent as these specific issues are litigated. If the tough feat of transitioning from a platform to a publisher never occurs, YouTube community guidelines concerned with child safety should be dramatically expanded and increased to lower incentives for parents to financially profit from their families.

F. First Amendment Concerns

One anticipated concern of implementing and enforcing regulations on social media content is the possibility of violating creators’ First

182. Demonetization is the process YouTube can use to deny paid advertisements in content creators’ videos. See Piper Thomson, Understanding YouTube Demonetization and the Adpocalypse, G2 (June 14, 2019), https://learn.g2.com/youtube-demonetization [https://perma.cc/83WY-8KJ3].
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Amendment rights. Social media in general is regarded by the public as a platform where they can choose what to say while simultaneously reaching large audiences—thus expanding their own self-expression while influencing their audience of followers. The CEO of Twitter, Jack Dorsey, has repeatedly described Twitter as a “digital public square” where users can freely and openly exchange communication. While some members of the public carry the opinion that social media platforms limit too much “legitimate content,” others believe that they do not do enough to remedy the “harmful, offensive, or false content” that exists on the platforms. In either scenario, the decision regarding what kind of content should or should not be removed from a platform is largely a question that social media executives have not yet answered.

First Amendment concerns may be especially high considering current legal barriers that bar private lawsuits against social media providers: the state action requirement and the broad immunity of “interactive computer service” providers under the Communications Decency Act’s (CDA) Section 230. Because Section 230(c)(1) may prevent lawsuits against private social media companies that make content publication decisions, there are virtually no federal or state laws that “expressly govern social media sites’ decisions about whether and how to present users’ content.” Therefore, users’ freedom to post on social media is governed by the companies’ own moderation policies.

Whether federal, state, or private regulation of social media content infringes on creators’ First Amendment rights depends on a variety of factors, such as whether the speech or content is being regulated, the nature of the regulation itself, and the type of medium being regulated. With these factors in mind, regulations may be carefully formulated in a way that lowers the risk of infringing on First Amendment rights. Valerie
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Brannon, a legislative attorney, suggests three different possible models: (1) social media as “company towns” (thus being treated as state actors); (2) social media sites as “common carriers or broadcast media” (which the Court has allowed to be more substantially regulated to secure public access); and (3) social media as “news editors” (thus receiving the “full protection of the First Amendment when making editorial decisions”).

Any of the three models could make an impact in combatting First Amendment violations; however, the strongest argument is that social media, particularly YouTube, possesses substantially similar characteristics to cable television providers and should be regulated as such. Treating YouTube as a newspaper editor would not be such a stretch from the platform’s current operating procedures, as the platform often demonetizes content that it feels does not align with its company narrative. However, YouTube specifically mirrors cable television in many ways, especially in the context of child employment. According to Brannon, “[i]f a court believed that the internet in general, or social media in particular, shared relevant characteristics with either traditional broadcast media or with cable providers, then it would be more likely to allow the types of regulations that have traditionally been permitted in those contexts.” Additionally, a lower level of scrutiny may apply to content-neutral laws that regulate only “the time, place, or manner of protected speech” if it is “narrowly tailored to serve a significant government interest.”

Congress’s best shot at creating a law that could regulate social media sites without infringing First Amendment rights would include content-neutral regulations that only have an incidental effect on speech. In this scenario, a subset of that law would include a provision focused on child safety by: (1) limiting the amount of time a child spends working for monetary gain under their parents’ YouTube channels; (2) imposing licensing requirements for parents (or YouTube) if they wish to feature a child in monetized content; and (3) determining the fate of the child’s earnings made through monetized content.

A law regulating YouTube and other social media platforms would create a domino effect that would require YouTube to impose regulations on its users or else fail to comply with the federal regulations imposed on the company itself. To have a better chance at receiving a lower level of
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The current lack of federal and state legislation or regulations on child entertainment labor law is a bigger problem today than it has ever been due to the prevalence of new social media platforms. The nature of the entertainment industry has exponentially grown, evolved, and developed throughout the most recent decade. Even the most thorough state regulations are not keeping up with the newest ways that children are becoming involved in everyday entertainment media. More and more people are finding ways to monetize their social media content and with monetization and an audience comes responsibility—the same type of responsibility that is carried by executives in traditional entertainment industries. Family vloggers are currently free to film their children’s lives without significant interference, starting from the moment they are born. The content of these vlogs is scarcely regulated: the children’s work is not subject to time constraints, their involvement in advertised content is not regulated by license requirements, and anything that might be considered their “earnings” is indefinitely in the hands of their parents. State child entertainment labor legislation, though broad in its definitions, currently give no mention of the Internet or social media platforms like YouTube, Instagram, or TikTok.

The current lack of regulation exposes children on the Internet to a myriad of potentially harmful events, including exploitation and deprivation of compensation for their labor. The choice to start a vlogging channel based around a certain family dynamic is not a short-lived trend. Rather, it is a completely new genre of entertainment that is being watched by millions of people on a daily basis. The amount of
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user-generated content will only continue to increase on the Internet, and regulations would safeguard against this phenomenon becoming detrimental to minors.

Influencer parents and social media platforms like YouTube should be held to the same standards as individuals and organizations in traditional entertainment fields. By expanding definitions, introducing license requirements and time regulations, and implementing uniform legislation across states, family vloggers who include their children in monetized social media content would be subject to certain requirements to protect the future, safety, and well-being of their children.